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On < p > is currently the world's four big jogging shoes brand, sports giant Nike, old German Adidas, new Jin upstart armour and his
ilk only placing him second, ASICs, SAUCONY, new balance, Brooks was considered is jogging lovers heart. Among them,
SAUCONY, known as the "Rolls Royce of running shoes, once in 2004 landing the Chinese market, due to various reasons, exit. But
SAUCONY's core technology, grid mesh suspension system recognized as a world's only able to also provide slow earthquake and
steady function in the bottom of the technology system, even to withdraw from the Chinese market does not represent the
performance of brand shoes is questionable. Ride Saucony 7 performance table < p > as a first appeared in [daily shoes]
specialized functional shoes, SAUCONY ride 7 performance nature is beyond doubt. SAUCONY's next top neutral cushioned shoe,
the original price of $100 more PFP remarkable, in performance and favorably and in this summer won the runner 's world "editor's
Choice Award. when it comes to professional running shoes, the most important thing is not the appearance, cushioning, support,
breathable performance is the key to study. Said cushioning, mainly introduce the SAUCONY core technology, grid mesh suspension
system, like a tennis racket, like the super resilience stereoscopic and netted cushioning technology, so that the impact from the heel
to the toe to achieve seamless and smooth over. The maximum effect can be set at the heel part, or from the heel to the toe, or the
middle sole to achieve the maximum effect. The optimized design of the foam can absorb shocks, disperse power and give the
strength back to the runners in the most efficient and minimal impact manner. Lighter than the standard EVA foam 15%, while
providing more than 30% of the lasting shock. Saucony ride 7 the biggest improvement is to remove the original midfoot TPU module
support, instead is the groove filling is added on two for maintaining stability of the rubber ring. Although the runner 's world that ride 7
forefoot and other running shoes compared to appear more hard, but many runners still the liked it very much. Even in the last few
kilometers of long distance training and the marathon, ride 7 can also provide very comfortable foot feeling, to allow the feet to keep
the good condition. Especially for the weight of the runner, ride 7 excellent slow shock resistance to high price, has become the
choice of long distance running shoes. < p > sole and heel marked POWERGRID, this is SAUCONY full palm suspension technology,
provide shock protection for the foot of the bed and make the runner in road running action as a whole more fluent. < p > on the outer
side of a heel and pad printed is 8mm from the forefoot to heel height, this function is designed to take into account both the
cushioning and support, especially suitable for the size stout run >
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